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HISTORY 3
 The topic of studying the probability that two group elements
commute is fairly new, beginning with Paul Erdos’ and Paul
Turan’s work in 1968. Since then, mathematicians have been
building upon the foundation that Erdos and Turan provided us
with.
 Many generalizations have been made about the probabilities
associated with commutativity in specific groups.
 Numerous papers have been published and continue to be
published today.
GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION 4
 Growing up we learn that a + b = b + a for any numbers a and
b. This is called commutativity.
 In Gallian’s popular text, Contemporary Abstract Algebra, he
states that if ab = ba for all choices of group elements a and b,
then we say that the group is abelian.
 I will be looking at finite, non-abelian groups.
 How abelian can certain groups be? What is the bound on
commutativity?
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Definition (J. Gallian)
Let G be a finite group.
 Define comm(G) := |{(x , y) ∈ G ×G : xy = yx}| i.e. comm(G)
is the number of commuting pairs of a group G.
 Define Pr(G) := comm(G)|G|2 .
Theorem (W. H. Gustafson 1973)
If G is a finite, nonabelian group, then Pr(G) ≤ 58 .
Lemma (W. H. Gustafson 1973)
If G and H are finite groups, then Pr(G ⊕ H) = Pr(G)Pr(H).
DIHEDRAL GROUPS 6
Definition
Define Dn for n ≥ 3 as the symmetries of a regular n − gon.
Example
D4 represents the symmetries of a square.
Reflectional Symmetries: D, V , D′, and H.
Rotational Symmetries: Denoted R0, R90, R180, and R270. Thus
|D4| = 8.
DIHEDRAL GROUPS 7
Theorem (Clifton, Guichard, Keef 2011)
If n is a positive integer, then
Pr(Dn) =
{ n+3
4n if n is odd;
n+6
4n if n is even.
Theorem (Clifton, Guichard, Keef 2011)
For every positive integer m, there is a collection of dihedral
groups, Dn1 , ...,Dnk , such that
Pr(Dn1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Dnk ) =
1
m
.
DIHEDRAL GROUPS 8
Example
Consider m = 20. Then Pr(D3 ⊕ D3 ⊕ D5 ⊕ D3) = 120 .
ALTERNATIVE CALCULATIONS OF Pr(G) 9
Definition (J. Gallian)
Let a and b be elements of a group G. We say that a and b are
conjugate in G (and call b a conjugate of a) if xax−1 = b for some
x in G. The conjugacy class of a is the set
cl(a) = {xax−1 | x ∈ G}.
Lemma (Langley, Levitt, Rower 2011)
The probability that two randomly selected elements from G
commute is Pr(G) = number of conjugacy classes|G| .
GL(2, Zp) MATRICES 10
Definition (J. Gallian)
Define GL(2, Zp) to be the 2× 2 matrices of nonzero
determinants with coefficients from Zp. (Note: Zp represents the
integers mod p, where p is a prime number.)
 Note that |GL(2, Zp)| = (p2 − 1)(p2 − p).
RESULTS OF GL(2, Zp) 11
Given a matrix
(
a b
c d
)
in GL(2, Zp), the conjugacy classes in
GL(2, Zp) are as follows:
 (p − 1) classes of the form A :=
(
λ 0
0 λ
)
, with λ ∈ Z∗p.
 (p − 1) classes of the form B :=
(
µ 1
0 µ
)
, with µ ∈ Z∗p.
 1
2(p − 1)(p − 2) classes of the form C :=
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
with
λ1, λ2 ∈ Z∗p and λ1 6= λ2.
 1
2(p
2 − p) classes of the form E :=
(
α Dβ
β α
)
, with α, β ∈ Zp
and β 6= 0.
RESULTS OF GL(2, Zp) 12
Theorem
If p is a prime number, then
Pr(GL(2, Zp)) =
1
(p − 1)p .
Example
Consider GL(2, Z5). Pr(GL(2, Z5)) = 1(5−1)5 =
1
20 .
Recall that Pr(D3 ⊕ D3 ⊕ D5 ⊕ D3) = 120 as well.
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